
Week 2
We have made huge progress by working hard to finish prototyping mechanisms.
The TALON 540 crew has been orbiting around the clock to finish drive code,
game elements, and our prototype robot. TALON 540 has been working harder
than ever!
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Echo Lake Elementary
Our Outreach team attended a STEM night at Echo Lake Elementary on Thursday.
STEM nights are when schools host an event to display science, technology,
engineering, and math activities. Outreach showed the children of Echo Lake
Elementary the engineering aspect of building a robot while representing FIRST
and TALON 540.

Subgroup News
The Mechanical
Corner
Mechanical applied pneumatics,
taught by 540 alumni, for a hatch
intake system and prototyped a new
intake system for the "cargo" game
element! The drive train and drive
rails are completed. Some Mechanical members created the game elements, such
as the rocket and the habitat zone. Furthermore, the prototype for the elevator is
also being built.

The CAD Cove
CAD and Mechanical worked tirelessly
to create the new intake and drivetrain.



CAD not only helped Mechanical, but
also constructed the intake and
elevator in CAD to fix any mistakes
before cutting the material. CAD and
Mechanical have the prototype intake
and the prototype drivetrain built.

The Electrical Crew
In week 2, Electrical soldered motors for
the robot and prototyped the E-board to
fit the new drive train. Other electrical
members created guides on the motor
controller and the LED controller and
fixed the compressor for pneumatics.
Electrical also made new alligator clips to make a male XT60 to be able to transfer
electricity within the wires.

The Programming
Party
Programming finished developing
the new Talon 540 website with PR
as well as test sensors on previous
robots. Veterans are working on
virtual reality for driver practice
without an actual bot. VR will also

allow the drivers to see the field dimensions when practicing. Rookies are
finishing drive code that is soon to be tested.

Rookie Quotes



“Pneumatics has been fun learning especial with alumni.” - Estelle He, Mechanical

“A great place to learn and make new friends.” - Eddie Zhang, Strategy

“It’s fun to learn some new CAD!” - Aum Patel, CAD

“Outreach has taught me how to interact with new people and get points across
on the spot.” - Michael Tyler, Outreach

“Production and cooperation is key.” - Matthew Xu, Financial

“Absolutely amazing ton of fun learning a lot!” - Roderick Cooper, Electrical

“Robotics is like a pineapple, its rough and spiky, but inside is something sweet.” -
Chirayu Nimonkar, Programming
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